
The following are transcripts of videos which will be displayed on the Portal's offering page for the 
Company. 

Video Transcript #1:  

"ArBficial General Intelligence can be the single most valuable technology that mankind has ever seen. 
AGI can bring prosperity to everyone in the world. Currently, there is no easy way for different arBficial 
intelligence tools to communicate with each other, trade data and services, and learn from each other. 
Most of the AI tools are developed within a single company for a single reason. At GenesisAI we envision 
a completely different world. Our goal is to bring thousands of AI tools to communicate with each other, 
exchange data and services. For example, we can have a speech recogniBon model working with a 
translaBon model to produce speech translaBon. This can increase not only the accuracy rate of these 
tools but also the funcBonality. We believe this can be the best possible foundaBon for the creaBon of 
arBficial general intelligence. Join us in building the future of AI!" 

Video Transcript #2: 

"Hi, this is Archil of GenesisAI. Genesis AI is a web plaRorm that allows people to discover tests that 
integrate various AI related APIs – basically an AI/API marketplace. So on the leV side you can see a list of 
apis. As you can see, there are a lot of them here and I love to play with one of my favorite APIs, which is 
text to art so you can type text. For example, a painBng of a robot's boWle in the sky and then AI will be 
able to generate art based on the text you provided. So we can wait for this. I'll show you my second 
favorite model which is a YouTube comment so the idea here is we can enter a YouTube video url for 
example, the new avatar trailer just came out. So I can copy and paste this url, provide it’s here and then 
here I will be able to generate comments that it syncs will receive the highest number of likes. The idea 
here is to help marketers to boost engagement on their videos and also get aWenBon on commenBng on 
some other videos too. So we can let this run for a couple of seconds as well and I'll show you the 
second part of the GenesisAI plaRorm, which is allowing developers to deploy their soluBons. So we can 
click on my APIs and then I can add the new API and this whole process is going to follow. This is a really 
good way for developers who have AI models to extremely easily add their AI API. As you can see, there's 
a whole process 

and there are two ways you can select: one way is to use UI builder and another one is to use an open 
API. So let's go back to the results. As we can see first this is an image that was produced, which is preWy 
cool I think, and you guys can experiment on this by yourself. And the second part is YouTube comments, 
right. For example, this avatar video I menBoned as it seems this actually makes lots of sense, for 
example it has been a long wait since the last avatar movie came out and these are the type of 
commands AI syncs that will have the highest amount of generalized amount of likes. And aVer tesBng 
we found that this actually works preWy well, so thank you and hope you'll join our plaRorm."


